Table Runner finished size 16" x 40"

Materials
- 37 Assorted Charms (5" squares)
- 2½ yard black polka-dot for star centers and binding
- 1¼ yard solid black for star points
- ½ yard backing fabric
- 20" x 44" piece batting

Yardage based on 44" wide fabric
- All seams ¼"

Cutting
- Charms:
  - 21) 4½" square
  - 16) 2½" x 4½" rectangles for a total of 32) sashing rectangles
- Black polka-dot:
  - 1) strip 2½" for star centers
  - ---> sub-cut into 12) 2½' squares
  - 3) strips 2¼" for binding
- Solid black:
  - 4) strips 1½" for star points
  - ---> sub-cut into 96) 1½' squares

Assemble Star Point Rectangles
[1] Sew a "stitch-n-flip" corner with the black solid 1½" square to one end of the top and bottom sashing rectangle. Press to the black. **Make 16**

[2] Sew a "stitch-n-flip" corner with the black solid 1½" square to both ends of the top and bottom sashing rectangle. Press to the black. **Make 16**

Assemble the Quilt
[1] Assemble each row as per Assembly Diagram. Press seams to the 4½" charms and the 2½" star centers for nice and neat opposing seams when joining your rows.

Assembly Diagram
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Row 5

I enjoy writing quilt patterns and sharing my love of quilting. My holiday gift to you. Please reciprocate and do not reproduce, copy, distribute or sell this pattern. This pattern is intended for your sole personal use. This pattern is free for download at http://thethappyzombie.com/jj
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